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Review and process chapter
excerpts of William James’
Varieties of Religious Experience
Discuss 1) personal evidence? 2)
personal conversion? 3) personal
“fruits?”
Model to introduce Step Three

Preface: Religion
The World Until Yesterday, Jared Diamond
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Components of religion:
belief in the supernatural (and
explanation what-why)
shared membership in a social
movement
costly-visible proofs of commitment
practical rules of behavior- morality
belief supernatural Being (beings) can
be induced by prayer to intervene in
worldly life.
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Recovery Interrelationships
PHYSICAL HEALTH
Proper diet / multi-vitamins
Weight management
Exercise
Touch
Affection
Play
Loving sex
Hygiene / medications
Rest / sleep

PSYCHOLOGICAL
GROWTH Awareness
Honesty – truth – courage
Compassion - benevolence
Humility - acceptance
Self-reflection – inventory – humor
Gratitude – hope
Reading / artistic expression – create
Prayer / meditation
Purpose – meaning - questioning

SOCIAL COMMUNITY

SPIRITUAL EVOLUTION

Safety – belonging – trust
Support – listening
Sharing – giving – service
Loving – sacrifice – charity
Forgiveness and mercy
Justice – fairness – equity – ecology
Cooperation / peacemaking
Non-violence

Awe and wonder
Sense of Ultimate Reality
Mystery and the sacred/holy
Sense of Infinite Power
Silence – void - emptiness
Miraculous, “coincidences”
Death and then ? Existential issues…
Mystical experience

Carl Jung
n

The decisive question
for man is: Is he related
to something infinite or
not? That is the telling
question of life.
Memories, Dreams and Reflections

The Milky Way
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contains some 200 to 400 billion stars
A light year: 5,878,625,373,183 miles
Diameter: ~ 100,000 light-years
Thickness at bulge:16,000 light-years
Outer thickness 2,300 to 2,600 light-years
Distance from nearest galaxy: 78,000 ly
The center of the Milky Way is about
26,000 light years away.
Proxima Centauri, nearest star, is 4.22
light years away.

Robert Britt, Senior Science Writer
May 24, 2004
n
n
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The universe is at least 156 billion
light-years wide.
The universe is about 13.7 billion
years old.
The temperature in most of empty,
black space is approximately -454
degrees Fahrenheit, about 3 degrees
above absolute zero. This
temperature is actually the leftover
heat from the Big Bang that gave
birth to our universe.

Stephen Hawking
n

What is it that breathes fire into the
equations and makes a universe for them
to govern? … Although science may solve
the problem of how the universe began, it
cannot answer the question: Why does the
universe bother to exist? I don’t know the
answer to that.

Black Holes and baby Universes

Albert Einstein
n

My religion consists in a humble
admiration of the illimitable superior
spirit who reveals himself in the
slight details we are able to perceive
with our frail and feeble minds. That
deeply emotional conviction of the
presence of superior reasoning
power, which is revealed in the
incomprehensible universe, forms my
idea of God.

Preliminary Thoughts
n

Blaise Pascal (1623-1662) was a type of
Renaissance man who left works on
physics, mathematics, French literature,
and Christian writing. At 16 he wrote a
brilliant paper on geometry; at 19 he
designed a mechanical calculator; with
collaboration, he worked out the basis of
mathematical probability theory; and he
launched an omnibus service in Paris. His
Pensées* (“Thoughts”) was a collection of
notes discovered in a drawer after his
death at age 39—essentially a defense of
Christianity, the wonder and depravity of
the human condition, paradoxes of this
faith, and his famous “The Wager.”

Pascal
n

n
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n
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149. Man’s greatness and wretchedness are
so evident that the true religion must
necessarily teach that there is in man some
great principle of greatness and some great
principle of wretchedness. It must also
account for such amazing contradictions.
164. It affects our whole life to know
whether the soul is mortal or immortal.
192. What is a man in the infinite?
201. The eternal silence of these infinite
places fills me with dread.
405. Belief is so important. ... one must
either believe, deny or doubt.

Belief
n

the term “belief” refers to the
attitude we have, roughly, whenever
we take something to be the case or
regard it as true, what we accept or
hold to be true, a conviction—
regardless of evidence or common
consensus. It is also trust, faith, or
confidence in someone or something
—ranging from cognitive agreement
to passionate absolute.

Hebrew-Greek Nuances
O.T believing was theocentric,
a living tension: faith
fear.
n N.T belief and faith were
virtually synonymous, implying
to have faith in, entrust,
commit to, conviction,
assurance, reliance in God,
people, Scripture.
n

The Nature of Belief
Step Two: We came to believe . . .
n The Devil and His Friend
The devil once went for a walk with his
friend. They saw a man ahead of them
stoop down and pick up something from
the ground. “What did the man find?” said
the friend. “A piece of truth,” said the
devil. “Doesn’t that disturb you?” asked
the friend. “No,” said the devil. “I shall let
him make a belief of it.”
n

The Song of the Bird by Anthony de Mello

Circularity
Alcoholics can’t stand success.
n Tom Brady, Thirsting for Wholeness:
I’m unworthy of love
I’m no good
I’m a failure p 101
What is the prognosis of someone
with these core, harmful beliefs? Low
Self-esteem? Shame based?
n

“Circularity”
n

n

n

We cherish, trust, and give our heart
to our core beliefs about: us/others/
nature/universe/God.
One’s belief system is “circular,” a
closed loop, in that our beliefs
become self-fulfilling and selfperpetuating.
“Self-fulfilling prophecy”

The Nature of Belief
EXPERIENCE

MEMORY

PERCEPTIONS

BELIEFS

The Ethical Brain – Michael Gazzaniga
n

n

“…one of the crucial lessons
neuroscience teaches us is that the
brain wants to believe. We are wired
to form beliefs.
The quality of the left hemisphere,
which produces beliefs about the
current reality, is wholly dependent
on the quality and accuracy of the
information it gets.” XVIII

The Ethical Brain – Michael Gazzaniga
n

…our species instinctively reacts to
events, and in a specialized system of
the human brain that reaction is
interpreted. Out of that interpretation,
beliefs emerge about rules to live by.
Sometimes they have moral character;
sometimes they are of an utterly
practical nature 146. The interpreter
seeks patterns, order and causal
relationships. 151

The Power of Belief
n

In 140 BC Ptolemy, astronomer and
mathematician, postulated the earth
was the center of the universe and
that planets and stars moved in
perfectly circular orbits. On
Copernicus’ deathbed in 1543, he
had a book published that claimed
the sun was the center of the
universe. The Church was not
amused!

The Power of Belief
n

n

n

n

“Most of us believed that if we remain
sober for a long stretch, we could
thereafter drink normally.” p 33
Our beliefs may be true, false, or mixtures
of both.
A false belief may be described as a
delusion.
It takes courage and faith to truth to void
or amend a core, cherished belief! Part of
our identities are based on our beliefs.

The power of attachment
n

n

When I am attached to a belief, hoping
that in that attachment there will be a
certain security, both psychologically as
well as physically, that attachment
prevents further examination. I am
frightened to examine when I am greatly
attached to something, to a person, to an
idea, to an experience.
Judda Krishnamurti

Charles Sanders Peirce
n

n

(9-10-1839 – 4-19-1914): an
American philosopher, logician,
mathematician, and scientist,
sometimes known as "the father of
pragmatism".
How to Make Our Ideas Clear: “The
essence of belief is the establishment
of a habit; and different beliefs are
distinguished by the different modes
of action to which they give rise.”

Believe that life is
worth living and
your belief will help
create the fact.
William James

William James
n

William James
(1-11-1842 to
8-26-1910) was a
pioneering American
psychologist and
philosopher. He wrote
influential books on
the young science of
psychology, education,
psychology of religious
experience and
mysticism, and the
philosophy of
pragmaticism.

William James
n
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n
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The Principles of Psychology, 2 vols. (1890)
Psychology (Briefer Course) (1892)
The Will to Believe, and Other Essays in Popular
Philosophy (1897)
Human Immortality: Two Supposed Objections to the
Doctrine (1897)
Talks to Teachers on Psychology: and to Students on
Some of Life's Ideals (1899)
The Varieties of Religious Experience: A Study in
Human Nature (1902)
Pragmatism: A New Name for Some Old Ways of
Thinking (1907), 1981
A Pluralistic Universe (1909)
The Meaning of Truth: A Sequel to
"Pragmatism" (1909)
Some Problems of Philosophy (1911)

William James “Pragmaticism”
n

James went on to apply the pragmatic
method to the epistemological problem of
truth. He would seek the meaning of 'true'
by examining how the idea functioned in
our lives. A belief was true, he said, if in
the long run it worked for all of us, and
guided us expeditiously through our semihospitable world. James was anxious to
uncover what true beliefs amounted to in
human life, what their "Cash Value" was,
what consequences they led to. If what
was true was what worked, we can
scientifically investigate religion's claim to
truth in the same manner

Pragmaticism
n

The term is derived from the same Greek
word pragma, meaning action, from
which our words 'practice' and 'practical'
come. It was first introduced into
philosophy by Mr. Charles Peirce in 1878.
In an article entitled 'How to Make Our
Ideas Clear,' in the 'Popular Science
Monthly' for January of that year, Mr.
Peirce, after pointing out that our beliefs
are really rules for action, said that, to
develop a thought's meaning, we need
only determine what conduct it is fitted to
produce: that conduct is for us its sole
significance.

Pragmaticism
n

Step 3: “We made a decision to turn
our will and our lives over to the care of
God as we understood Him.” This is an
idea. Does it have any “cash value” for
anyone? If it had no practical
application in one’s conduct and life,
why bother? What happens when
someone decides to turn over his will
and life to the care of God? This is the
pragmatic criteria.

Varieties of Religious Experience

Bio
n

In The Varieties of Religious Experience: A
Study in Human Nature (1902), William
James offers a sense of validity to the
formerly abstract idea of spiritual
experience. With an understanding of
physiology, psychology, and philosophy,
James studied cases of religious
inspiration and concluded there were
specific aspects of human consciousness
that contained energies that could come to
a person's assistance in time of great
need. The result is what he refers to as
the religious experience.

Bio
n

Trained in chemistry and medicine, James
looked at religious experience as a
scientist might, by researching many case
studies. However, his theories about
religious experience were also heavily
influenced by his philosophical interests,
which drew him to conclude that an
unseen reality does exist and is available
to everyone for exploration. His
sentiments were somewhat aligned with
the beliefs of the transcendentalists, with
his work honoring the individual rather
than the institutions of religion.

Bio
n

n

The Varieties of Religious Experience is actually
a collection of lectures James delivered in
Edinburgh, Scotland. James also received
international attention and praise as one of the
first American philosophers to have his ideas
welcomed and respected in Europe.
The Varieties of Religious Experience has been
so successful that it has been reprinted thirtysix times. It is lauded as being as influential
and as significant in the twentieth century as it
was when first published. To emphasize this
point, the board of the Modern Library
established that James's book is the secondbest nonfiction book of the twentieth century.

Varieties of Religious Experience
n

James proposes evaluating religious
experience by its "fruits for life," taking as our
criteria "immediate luminousness, . . .
philosophical reasonableness, and moral
helpfulness.“ It was from the Varieties that
Bill W., cofounder of Alcoholics Anonymous,
learned not to put too much stock in his
mystical "hot flash," but to emphasize instead
the lifelong process of conversion within a
fellowship.

Carol Zaleski. First Things March 2000

Bill Wilson’s experience
n

Following one of Wilson's relapses, he was
hospitalized, sedated and detoxified. He prayed
in bed during his recovery: “If there be a God,
let Him show himself!” What happened next
was electric. “I was seized with an ecstasy
beyond description. Every joy I had known was
pale by comparison. The light, the ecstasy—I
was conscious of nothing for a time. I stood on
[a mountain] summit, where a great wind blew.
A wind, not of air, but of spirit. In great, clean
strength, it blew through me. Then came the
blazing thought, ‘You are a free man.’”

Pass It On-The Story of Bill Wilson and how the
AA message reached the World. p. 121
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1 Religion and neurology
2 Circumscription of the topic
3 The reality of the unseen
4,5 The religion of healthy-mindedness
6,7 The sick soul
8
The divided self, and the process of its unification
9 Conversion
10 Conversion - concluded
11,12,13 Saintliness
14,15 The value of saintliness
16,17 Mysticism
18 Philosophy
19 Other characteristics
20 Conclusions

1 Religion and neurology
n

n

In recent books on logic, distinction is made
between two orders of inquiry concerning
anything. First, what is the nature of it? how
did it come about? what is its constitution,
origin, and history? And second, What is its
importance, meaning, or significance, now
that it is once here? p 4
In the end it had to come to our empiricist
criterion: by their fruits ye shall know them,
not by their roots. P 20

2 Circumscription of the topic
n

n

(James focus on personal and individual
“religious” experiences):
Worship and sacrifice, procedures for
working on the dispositions of the deity,
theology and ceremony and ecclesiastical
organization, are the essentials of
religion in the institutional branch. Were
we to limit our view to it, we should have
to define religion as an external art, the
art of winning the favor of the gods. P 29

2 Circumscription of the topic
n

Religion, therefore, as I now ask you
arbitrarily to take it, shall mean for
us the feelings, acts, and
experiences of individual men in their
solicitude, so far as they apprehend
themselves to stand in relation to
whatever they may consider the
divine. …immediate personal
experiences will amply fill our time…
p 31

2 Circumscription of the topic
n

For common men “religion,"
whatever more special meanings it
may have, signifies always a
serious state of mind. If any one
phrase could gather its universal
message, that phrase would be,
“All is not vanity in this Universe,
whatever the appearances may
suggest.” p 37

2 Circumscription of the topic
n

But the whole array of our instances
leads to a conclusion something like this:
It is as if there were in the human
consciousness a sense of reality, a
feeling of objective presence, a
perception of what we may call
“something there," more deep and more
general than any of the special and
particular "senses” by which the current
psychology supposes existent realities to
be originally revealed. P 58

3 The reality of the unseen
n

Were one asked to characterize the
life of religion in the broadest and
most general terms possible, one
might say that it consists of the
belief that there is an unseen order,
and that our supreme good lies in
harmoniously adjusting ourselves
thereto. This belief and this
adjustment are the religious attitude
in the soul. P 53

Examples
n
n
n
n
n
n

n

Consciousness of a presence
(Either benign or evil)
Vision (or voice) clear or indistinct
Mystical experience, usually brief
Unpleasant sense of unreality
Experiences are convincing to the
person.
(Maslow’s “peak experiences”)

How do we know?
n
n
n
n
n

n
n

Visual, e.g. vision, dream…
Audio, e.g. voice, whispering, thought…
Emotion, e.g. bliss, rapture, joy…
Tactile…
Perceptual change, e.g. “all things bright
and beautiful…”
“coincidences,” events, people…
Mystical experience

4,5
The religion of healthymindedness

n

n

This is an attitude and perspective,
optimism, seeing-seeking the good
in life, “true, good, beautiful.”
Religion in the shape of mind-cure
gives to some of us serenity, moral
poise, and happiness, and prevents
certain forms of disease as well as
science does, or even better in a
certain class of persons. P 122

6,7 The sick soul
n

n

Covers issues of evil, pain, life is
precarious “the worm at the core,”
and redemption. Anhedonia is
dreariness, discouragement,
dejection, lack of taste and zest
and spring. P 145
This tends to be one with a
pessimistic attitude vs. how a
healthy-minded person copes with
life’s problems and traumas.

8
The divided self, and the process
of its unification

n
n
n

n

Homo duplex p. 167
Unable to carry out noble intentions.
Theme: There are two lives, the natural
and the spiritual, and we must lose the
one before we can participate in the
other. P. 167
The older medicine used to speak of two
ways, lysis and crisis, one gradual, the
other abrupt, in which one might recover
from a bodily disease. In the spiritual
realm there are also two ways, one
gradual, the other sudden, in which inner
unification may occur.

9 Conversion
n

n

To say that a man is “converted”
means, in these terms, that
religious ideas, previously
peripheral in his consciousness,
now take a central place, and
that religious aims form the
habitual centre of his energy.
P196
Comments?

9 Conversion
n

n

n

In the volitional type regenerative
change is usually gradual, and
consists in the building up, piece by
piece, of a new set of moral and
spiritual habits. P 206
…the self-surrender type, in which
the subconscious effects are more
abundant and often startling. P 208
See Big Book “Spiritual Experience”

11,12,13 Saintliness
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

n

“enthusiasm of humanity”
Self-surrender to one’s Ideal Power
Elation and freedom as selfhood ↓
Loving and harmonious affections
Sacrifice and asceticism
Patience and fortitude
Purity, “keep unspotted from the
world”
Charity, tenderness, loves enemies p
273

9 Conversion-concluded
n

n

n

The central one is the loss of all the
worry, the sense that all is ultimately
well with one, the peace, the
harmony, the willingness to be, even
though the outer conditions should
remain the same.
The second feature is the sense of
perceiving truths not known before.
“An appearance of newness
beautifies every object,” …clean and
beautify newness

11,12,13 Saintliness
n

Religious rapture, moral
enthusiasm, ontological
wonder, cosmic emotion, are all
unifying states of mind, in
which the sand and grit of the
selfhood incline to disappear,
and tenderness to rule. P 279

19 Other characteristics
n

n

n

Prayer in this wide sense is the very
soul and essence of religion.
This intercourse with God is realized
by prayer. Prayer is religion in act;
that is, prayer is real religion.
…the very movement itself of the
soul, putting itself in a personal
relation of contact with the
mysterious power of which it feels
the presence, p 464 (cf. Step 11)

20 Conclusions
n

n

n

n

Summing up in the broadest possible way the
characteristics of the religious life, as we have
found them, it includes the following beliefs:–
1. That the visible world is part of a more
spiritual universe from which it draws its chief
significance;
2. That union or harmonious relation with that
higher universe is our true end;
3. That prayer or inner communion with the
spirit thereof– be that spirit “God” or “law"–is a
process wherein work is really done, and
spiritual energy flows in and produces effects,
psychological or material, within the
phenomenal world. P 485

20 Conclusions
n

n
n
n

n

there is a certain uniform deliverance in
which religions all appear to meet. It
consists of two parts:–
1. An uneasiness; and
2. Its solution.
1. The uneasiness, reduced to its simplest
terms, is a sense that there is something
wrong about us as we naturally stand.
2. The solution is a sense that we are
saved from the wrongness by making
proper connection with the higher powers.
P 508

20 Conclusions
n

n

The only thing that it unequivocally
testifies to is that we can experience
union with something larger than
ourselves and in that union find our
greatest peace.
All that the facts require is that the
power should be both other and larger
than our conscious selves. Anything
larger will do, if only it be large enough
to trust for the next step. (Step 2) P 525

